
National Styles 

German composers liked to use large orchestras, with many brass instruments, to produce thick, heavy 
sounds.  In the third movement of his first symphony MAHLER actually starts the movement with the 
double-basses, playing very deep notes.  Other strings and horns then join in.  In Finland SIBELIUS used 
a similar style, with large orchestras and deep sounds, to describe the grandeur and beauty of his country.   
 
Some English composers liked the thick, low sounds, and strong emotions of German music.  However 
their style is more gentle, sometimes even religious.  There is a quiet confidence, and a hope for the 
future.  This is evident in early works of ELGAR.  However when he wrote his later works, the England 
he loved was changing.  His music was no longer popular.  The disappointment can be heard in the music. 
 
The French composer Berlioz wrote long, dramatic works for big orchestras in a German style.  Some 
French composers, like César FRANCK and SAINT-SAENS, wrote in a similar style, although not so 
dramatic.  Other composers, like FAURE, developed a different style.  It was much lighter.  Instruments 
that produced a rather gentle sound  - like flute and harp  -  were preferred to brass instruments.  New 
chord progressions were developed to produce interesting harmonies.  When France and Germany were at 
war, French composers tended to move away from the German style.  SAINT-SAENS wrote in both 
German and French styles, writing sometimes thick chords in the German style and at other times gentle 
ripples on the harp and soft chords from the woodwind and strings. 
 
Some composers found a way of developing a new French style.  In the last two decades of the nineteenth 
century French painters like Monet, Manet and Renoir developed a type of art known as impressionism.  
Earlier painters would paint the exact shapes of what they saw, 
sometimes right down to the last leaf in every tree.  The 
impressionists preferred to use a mixture of colours to create the 
atmosphere of the scene:  mood was more important that accuracy. 
This can be seen in Renoir’s 1882 portrait of Wagner (right). 
 
Impressionist composers attempted to do much the same thing in 
music.  DEBUSSY and RAVEL used music to describe a scene or 
create an atmosphere.  They used new harmonies, new tone colours, 
even new scales to produce tone pictures.  DEBUSSY created 
"cloudy" music that often seemed to float in mid air.  His music is 
full of tempo changes, and the performer is often expected to play 
‘rubato’, ‘robbing’ the time from here and there so that the speed is 
never constant.  His music for piano makes full use of the sustaining 
pedal, creating an evocative mix of sound.   
 
The Italian RESPIGHI wrote some music in impressionistic style.  He and Ravel also wrote in other 
styles.  Often they looked to the past for inspiration.  Both produced arrangements of early music.  In 
Russia SCRIABIN wrote music which was not totally impressionistic, but the use of augmented triads 
and high trumpet notes give his music a mystic quality. 
 
In England, IRELAND and BAX often wrote in the impressionist style.  Both had an interest in Celtic 
imagery, and wrote music to tell stories or describe places or people associated with Celtic legends. 
However impressionism was not popular in England.  Like Elgar, Bax rather liked Wagnerian 
orchestration, and he wrote music in a more German style as well.  
 
DELIUS however kept to the impressionistic style.  British orchestras did not play very much of his 
music  - in fact his wife complained to the BBC that they did not broadcast enough of his music.  He went 
to live in France, where impressionism was more popular.   


